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➢Active citizenship

Source: Active Citizen Continuum. Source: Break Away.
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Need Analysis (I)

• Desk research on 

existing offer

• Students’ 

questionnaires (250)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KOcGojgiYt43qb5lofpsqYC48Mv4XN3x/view
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• Need for training in digital activism and citizen skills 

• As an extracurricular activity like a online course, e.g. a MOOC

• Learning by doing in order to:

- to have more knowledge of the tools, existing possibilities

- to know how to participate in different initiatives

- to reach and connect with more people (rights, improvements, etc.)

- to exchange ideas, collaborate

Need Analysis (II)



Development

Modules

▪ Module 1. Introduction to active digital 

citizenship: what it is and why it matters

▪ Module 2. Key basic skills for digital civic 

participation

▪ Module 3. Monitoring public policy that affects 

you

▪ Module 4. Connecting and engaging for social 

impact

▪ Module 5. Foster local participation: smart 

communities and digital participation

▪ Module 6. Wrap up and get ready for action

Approach

▪ Explanatory materials: theory

▪ Regional case studies: inspiration

▪ Participative tools: practical perspective

▪ Reflection (Forums discussions) 

▪ Collaborative activities (Padlet)

▪ Final project work

Target

Anyone, especially students and educators from 

diverse backgrounds.

Language

English as a lingua franca, online participation
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NEXUS Padlet
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FINAL PROJECT



30

14%
nationalities

completion rate

320
registered participants

15
project works

Piloting: First Edition (April- May 2021)



Participants’ observations (I)

Final questionnaire (48)



Participants’ observations (II)

Will you put in practice what you have learnt?

“The most interesting thing I have learnt in the course is the amount of strategies and 

projects we can create to improve participation and citizenship throughout digital 

tools”

“Certainly, I will put in practice some of the things I have learnt starting from improving 

my own participation in my community and then making other citizens aware of the 

topic. In my opinion, civic engagement will increase in the future but in connection with 

the digital world and technologies.”

“I really enjoyed this course because I feel much more motivated and empowered 

than before!”
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Potential aspects to be addressed

➢Would you like to know more about how to...? 

▪ Communicative aspects: 

▪ Present an idea or project 

▪ Introduce yourself/your association and your intentions (how to project one’s image verbally)

▪ Agree and disagree

▪ Ask for and provide assistance as a volunteer or activist

▪ Social aspects: 

▪Develop leadership skills: motivate, influence, initiate and coordinate initiatives, innovate

▪Provide recognition to others and express your needs and concerns 

▪Develop social and verbal dynamics: turn-taking and conflict solving

▪Coordinate a collaboration

▪ Cultural aspects: 

▪Interpret what others are saying and its implications/connotations 
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Conclusions and Future Work

➢Effective online civic engagement requires:

knowledge + digital literacy + soft and communication skills  + specific language skills

➢MOOC was a good resource to improve language learning and communication skills.

➢Need on more specific resources and training in order to enhance language and 

comunication skills to be digitally civic engaged: micro-learning resources, virtual 

collaboration, e-tandem models…

➢Prospects for piloting
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